THE QUESTION OF NO-FIRST-USE

by Marc Trachtenberg

The idea that the United States should promise not to use nuclear weapons unless an adversary used them first is by no means new. Proposals of this sort have been aired periodically for the past thirty-five years. But it was only in 1982, with the appearance of an important article by McGeorge Bundy, George Kennan, Robert McNamara, and Gerard Smith, that no-first-use became a live political issue. By now, the debate has come and gone; the issue, like so many others, simply faded away. But because what was at stake was not just some minor change in declaratory policy — because what was really being raised was the basic question of just how dependent we should be on nuclear weapons — the issue is still worth examining: an analysis of the argument for no-first-use might shed some light on the larger problem of the role that nuclear weapons should play in our military policy.

Traditionally, the argument for no-first-use, like the argument for decreasing our reliance on nuclear weapons more generally, has rested on the assumption that a reduced risk that the West would initiate a nuclear exchange would more or less automatically reduce the risk of nuclear war. But in the current discussion, the argument for such a general reorientation of defense policy is rooted in more fundamental claims about the ‘‘non-utility’’ of nuclear weapons. Thus, Kennan characterized the ‘‘nuclear bomb’’ as ‘‘the most useless weapon ever invented,’’ and former Secretary of Defense McNamara stressed the point that ‘‘nuclear weapons serve no military purpose whatsoever. They are totally useless — except only to deter one’s opponent from using them.’’
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What does it mean to say that nuclear weapons are “useless”? Is this contention tantamount to a claim that nuclear weapons simply cancel each other out and have no other political effect—i.e., that world politics proceeds as though they did not exist? The assumption clearly is not that nuclear arsenals simply neutralize each other, that they could never actually be used, and that they are therefore politically irrelevant. For if there were no possibility of nuclear war, this would make little sense for people to concern themselves with issues of nuclear weapons policy. The problem is that there is a certain chance that these “useless weapons” might some day be used, and, consequently, the risk that a conflict might escalate beyond the nuclear threshold endows these forces with political meaning. A nuclear world will be different—radically different, I think—from a nonnuclear world. In other words, a nuclear strategy—not just the weapons, but also the way we think about them and the way we deploy them—will certainly have effects which go beyond the mutual deterrence of nuclear attack. Whether these effects are to be judged useful or pernicious is a matter for analysis. What is wrong is to blandly assume that positive effects just cannot exist.

When we talk about reducing our reliance on nuclear weapons, we have to consider systematically the effects of such a shift. A nuclear orientation may have some unsuspected advantages, and a move away from it might therefore have some unpleasant consequences. Before making a judgment, it is important to know what these effects are. We may be willing to pay a price for moving away from nuclear weapons, but we should first try to get a clear sense of what it is.

In this context, historical work can be particularly valuable; not only the history of international politics in the nuclear age, but the history of military policy and the history of strategic thought as well.

Some Lessons From History

Are nuclear weapons good for anything other than the deterrence of their use by others? Does the physical placement of such weapons, for example, have a distinct political effect? Does the deployment of intermediate-range missiles in West Germany, to take a case in point, tend to deter a Soviet conventional invasion of the Federal Republic? It is frequently claimed that it would not: why should the Soviets care if the American missiles that strike them are launched from bases in West Germany or from submarines off the coast of Holland? 4


However, the evidence of the Cuban Missile Crisis makes it clear that it does matter to the invader whether nuclear-tipped missiles are located in territory about to be attacked. In 1962 it was taken for granted that the effective deployment of such missiles in Cuba would make an invasion of the island a very risky business. It was for this reason that the resolution of the affair became a matter of such great urgency for the Kennedy administration: the assumption was that if the United States had to attack, it was much safer to do so before work on the sites had been completed and the missiles on the island had been armed with their nuclear warheads. 2 For whatever reason, the administration thought it more likely, in the event of an attack, that the Soviets would fire their missiles in Cuba rather than launch their ICBMs—i.e., that the Russians might think that triggering the Cuban missiles might not be tantamount to plunging into all-out war. Hence the famous warning in President Kennedy’s October 22 speech which was clearly designed to disabuse them of any such notion: the launch of any of the nuclear missiles from Cuba, he said, would be regarded “as an attack by the Soviet Union on the United States, requiring a full retaliatory response on the Soviet Union.”

The fact that such anxieties existed and had to be dealt with in these ways shows that a successful Soviet deployment in Cuba would have tended to deter an American invasion. By the same token, however, the deployment of American missiles in Western Europe can be presumed to have a certain deterrent effect. Whether this consideration provides a sufficient justification for such deployment is another matter. The example is only meant to show, first, how nuclear weapons can have positive effects beyond the deterrence of their use by others, and, second, how we can learn about the likely effects of our actions by studying how we have in fact reacted to analogous behavior on the part of others in the past.

A second example, this time from the history of defense policy, relates more directly to the no-first-use proposal. No-first-use, like the general idea of a shift away from a predominantly nuclear orientation, is commonly predicated on the assumption that a nonnuclear defense of Western Europe is possible—that is, that conventional parity can be achieved through unilateral action. But what brought conventional parity in Europe within reach by the early 1960s? To the extent that military manpower can be taken as a rough indicator of conventional military power, it was Soviet policy that played the key role. There were massive

2 See the analysis in Marc Trachtenberg, “The Influence of Nuclear Weapons in the Cuban Missile Crisis,” International Security, Summer 1985, 153-55; and in id., Introduction to Documents, in “White House Tapes and Minutes of the Cuban Missile Crisis,” ibid., pp. 168-69.
cutbacks in Soviet military manpower during the late 1950s; and Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev, in January 1960, announced plans for a further sharp reduction to only 2,423,000 men, which was approximately the American level at the time. It seems clear enough that Soviet policy was deeply influenced by prevailing American ideas: if the Eisenhower New Look doctrine and the postures it rationalized effectively ruled out a massive conventional war, what was the point of preparing for one? The Americans would escalate in any event, as a result of American policy, a major U.S.-Soviet limited war was virtually impossible. Certainly there are many indications that Soviet leaders took the American doctrines of the 1950s seriously, and it seems reasonable to assume that American policy was one of the most basic forces shaping Soviet strategic thinking in this period.

Indeed it is amazing how close Khrushchev’s views were to Eisenhower’s by early 1960. Just a few days after the Soviet chairman announced in his famous January 1960 speech that his regular air force was being phased out, that bombers were obsolete, and that they would be entirely replaced by rockets, Eisenhower was telling the Joint Chiefs of Staff that the proposed B-70 bomber (the forerunner of the current B-1) “left him cold in terms of making military sense.” The Air Force Chief of Staff’s arguments about bomber recallability, “the psychological effect of manning static weapons” and so on, had no effect on him. Eisenhower was convinced that “the age of aircraft for actual use over enemy territory [was] fast coming to a close.” Missiles were “cheaper” and “more effective.” Given “the kind of destructive power we had,” he doubted whether there was still a place for the bomber: “he saw no need for it.” Both the Khrushchev and Eisenhower positions were far too extreme to be explained simply as products of the technological environment, and it is obvious that they were closely linked.

What all this suggests is that the Eisenhower New Look, with its heavy nuclear orientation, may have actually improved the balance of conventional forces. Indeed, by the end of the Eisenhower period, when members of the incoming Kennedy administration were briefed by
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offensive action, a risk of nuclear war tended to load the dice in favor of defense.

What this implies, first of all, is that nuclear weapons can have important effects — military effects — beyond deterring their use by others. Those effects may be positive, and they may be sacrificed by a policy which seeks to rule out any prospect, under any circumstances, of the West initiating a nuclear exchange.

But is it possible that the effect could be negative? In an extraordinary passage, former Secretary of Defense McNamara accepted the point about the “nuclear shadow” effect, but argued that since this makes it more probable that a nonnuclear attack would fail, it must therefore increase the risk of a Soviet nuclear strike. From the Soviet point of view, he wrote, “preparing themselves for the possibility of NATO nuclear attacks means that they must avoid massing their offensive units. This would make it more difficult to mount a successful conventional attack, raising the incentives to initiate the war with a nuclear offensive.”

This passage is of interest for two reasons. First, it is an implicit admission that nuclear weapons might be militarily “usable” — for the Soviets at least — and if use can be militarily rational for them, why is it out of the question that use in some circumstances might make sense for us as well? But the more important point is that, at its core, this is an argument against any strong conventional defense. In fact, this line of reasoning implies that we should make conventional offensive action easier for our adversaries, lest they in their frustration opt for a nuclear attack.

It is important to be sensitive to the effect we view might happen on other countries. We seem to assume that our adversaries pay no attention to our internal discussion of these issues. And yet, Soviet officials have long been aware of the possibility of exploiting bourgeois pacifism for their own political ends. As Lenin wrote Chicherin, the foreign affairs commissar, in February 1922: “You and I have both fought against pacifism as a programme for the revolutionary proletarian party. That much is clear. But who has ever denied the use of pacifists by that party to soften up the enemy, the bourgeoisie?” Such attitudes are by no means dead. It is therefore important to be concerned with the effect our writings have on Soviet perceptions.

Lest this point be misunderstood, it is important to stress that Soviet sensitivity to our attitudes is in itself very desirable. It is a touchstone of stability that rivals be able to assess each other and orient their policies accordingly — that they press ahead only when this assessment indicates that the risks are minimal, and that they are cautious when the risks are great. Indeed, an ability to attune one’s policy to the logic of power — or to the correlation of forces, as the Soviets say — is a chief characteristic of a competent and effective foreign policy. Policies oblivious to the structure of power, which plunge ahead without regard to any calculi of risk, driven primarily by some moral principle or some strong emotion, simply do not promote a stable international system. Moreover, our adversaries’ sensitivity to our attitudes need not have purely negative effects. Indeed, their sensitivity provides us with important leverage: by framing our attitudes with an eye to their likely response, we can exert some control over their policies.

It follows, therefore, that we should pay particular attention to what might be inferred about our basic attitudes from what we say. Take for example the argument that first use of nuclear weapons would be “militarily irrational.” But if it is irrational (because of the great risk of escalation) to use nuclear weapons first in the case of a major conventional war, why would it be any less irrational to use them in the event an enemy is the first to breach the nuclear barrier by, say, setting off a few low-yield weapons “as a demonstration of resolve”? Certainly the threat of escalation would not be any less great at that point. Why would it make sense to run the terrible risks of escalation with a nuclear response no matter what the provocation — massive tactical nuclear attacks, large-scale city-avoiding counterforce strikes, or whatever? Or, to take the argument to its logical conclusion, how could it be “militarily rational” to respond in kind even if we were the victims of an all-out Soviet nuclear attack?

If one believes that one should never use nuclear weapons first, but that it is permissible to consider their use if an enemy introduces them, then one must rely on some criterion other than “military rationality.” But unless one makes it clear what that additional criterion is, the impression might remain that “military rationality” must be our overriding concern; that is, we would appear to be relying on a test that in the final analysis would rule out not just first use but any use of nuclear weapons. Given that accepting a policy also implies an acceptance, to some degree, of the logic on which it was based, we need to be concerned with what arguments of this sort might suggest to an adversary.

This is not to argue that the use of nuclear weapons in warfare is necessarily “rational.” It is not even clear what “rationality” means in this context. The real problem concerns the effect of adopting this anti-nuclear attitude. It is not at all obvious that it would reduce the risk of nuclear war. For the acceptance of this point of view might well have
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the effect of making not just a Soviet conventional attack, but even a
Soviet nuclear attack, more likely: we might end up giving the impression
that our fear of escalation is so deep that we would not respond with
nuclear weapons no matter what the Soviets did.

Thus, proponents of no-first-use assume that adoption of this
policy would lead, in Kennan's words, to a "far-reaching restructuring of
our armed forces." 14 The central question here is whether the goal is to
rule out any use of nuclear weapons or simply to rule out initial use. Thus
Kennan writes that "the training and equipment," "the strategy and the
tactics" of America's forces currently "have been affected by the
assumption that we might have to fight — indeed, might wish to fight —
with nuclear weapons, and that we might well be the ones to inaugurate
their use." 15 This is the situation that Kennan would like by and large to
reverse. But if the assumption to be abandoned is that we might have to
fight with nuclear weapons, this can only mean that we should not seri-
ously prepare ourselves to fight with them. We would then be un-
prepared to respond even if an adversary used them first. A policy of
maintaining an option to use nuclear weapons first without committing
ourselves to their automatic use might produce a military establishment
very much like one prepared to use nuclear weapons only after an enemy
had done so first — that is, armed forces with a true dual capability. But
Kennan, for example, implies that we need more far-reaching changes,
and that we should only prepare seriously to fight conventional war.

McNamara argues along similar lines that "NATO's threat of
'first use'" has its costs:

Preparing for tactical nuclear war limits NATO's ability to defend itself convention-
ally in several ways. Nuclear weapons are indeed "special" munitions. They
require special command, control, and communications arrangements. They re-
quire special security precautions. They limit the flexibility with which units can
be deployed and military plans altered. Operations on a nuclear battlefield would
be very different from those in a conventional conflict; NATO planning must take
these differences into account.

Moreover, since most of the systems that would deliver NATO's nuclear munitions are dual-purpose, some number of aircraft and artillery must be reserved
to be available for nuclear attacks early in a battle, if that became necessary, and
are thus not available for delivering conventional munitions.16

But again, these are arguments against having a tactical nuclear capability in
the first place. If no-first-use is to be kept distinct analytically from a
policy of ruling out any use no matter what an enemy does, then it should be
taken as implying that an efficient "second use capability" should be

15 ibid.
16 McNamara, "Military Role," pp. 74-75.
nuclear war would be brought to a swift end — that is, that it would actually be controlled. A nuclear strike might then become rational simply as a consequence of one’s adversary viewing it as irrational.

The point is that the fear of escalation can be exploited. The prospect of nuclear war scares us as well as them and may make us more cautious in a dispute than we might otherwise be. Realizing this, they might decide to play on our fears and take a more aggressive position as a direct result of the increased level of risk. The threat of uncontrollable devastation, therefore, does not necessarily lead to caution. One’s fears can be balanced by the knowledge that a rival is also afraid — indeed, they may be more than balanced by the perceived advantages of playing on an adversary’s anxieties.

When people first began to think seriously about the political consequences of the atomic bomb, one of the most controversial issues was whether it was a “weapon of aggression.” Those who denied this assumed that the means for retaliation in kind could be made secure, and that something we would now call “mutual deterrence” would be the likely consequence. But a condition of this sort would not necessarily lead to prudent behavior on the part of great powers. “Hitler made a good many bloodless gains by mere blackmail, in which he relied heavily on the too obvious horror of modern war among the great nations which might have opposed him earlier,” Bernard Brodie wrote in 1946. As historical interpretation, this clearly left much to be desired: the fear of war was the only basis for the German triumphs of the 1930s. But the point Brodie drew from his comment about Hitler is nevertheless worth pondering: “A comparable kind of blackmail in the future may actually find its encouragement in the existence of the atomic bomb.”

So far, things have not quite worked out that way. Attempts to secure unilateral advantages by playing on a nuclear-armed adversary’s fear of a holocaust have on the whole been unsuccessful. The fear of nuclear war has weighed more heavily as a restraint than as something to be exploited. Why this has been the case is not clear: Is it the basic satisfaction of both America and Russia with the status quo? Is it the risk-averse character of large bureaucratic states? Or is it the relatively even distribution of fear? Whatever its causes, the situation has had certain advantages. It is therefore important, as we consider how to restructure the system, to be aware of what those advantage are — to be sensitive, that is, to what we might risk losing.

There is first of all what might be called the defensive bias of nuclear weapons. Back in the 1950s, many of the people who wrote on strategic issues were concerned with creating “usable” power. The problem with too great a reliance on thermonuclear weapons was that this prevented the United States from using its power for political ends; the strategy of massive retaliation had, except for the most blatant and extreme cases of aggression, effectively disarmed the country. The problem, these theorists argued, was that under Eisenhower, American policy was too exclusively defensive in orientation. A limited-war capability was therefore necessary — this was Henry Kissinger’s line at the time — if the country were to pursue such “positive goals” as the reunification of Germany or the easing of the Soviet grip on Eastern Europe. By the beginning of the 1960s, “limited war” had increasingly come to mean “conventional war”; conventional power was “usable” in a way that nuclear power simply was not. Thus, a conventional buildup was linked to goals that went beyond mere maintenance of the status quo. This assumption was evident in Dean Acheson’s writings and utterances at the time. Even Thomas Schelling argued for nonnuclear forces as the only way of supporting an interventionist policy in Eastern Europe.

These particular policies might have been dangerous, but the theoretical insight they rested on was sound: it is hard to use nuclear weapons for aggressive purposes — and, hard as it was then, it is certainly harder now. But was the nuclear straitjacketing of American foreign policy to be regretted? Carl Kaysen almost grudgingly pointed out (while working in the Kennedy White House in 1961) that this might have been a fortunate thing: the weakness of Eisenhower’s military policy effectively neutralized what Kaysen viewed as Eisenhower’s over-militarized foreign policy.

What then does this argument about the conservative bias — i.e., the primarily defensive character — of nuclear weapons imply? A certain reliance on nuclear weapons on our part may also lead our adversaries to stress a nuclear strategy; but if dependence on nuclear forces constrains us, it should constrain them as well. Both sides will be more cautious, and the risk of war will be reduced.

This argument about the defensive, and therefore stabilizing, implications of nuclear-based strategy depends, however, on the persistence of the situation that has prevailed so far: where the fears of each side have outweighed the possible attraction of exploiting the corresponding fears of a rival. The rise of “nuclear pacifism” in the West is the one
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thing that might disrupt this situation. If the Soviet leadership, for example, were to become convinced that we would never use nuclear weapons, this balance might be shifted: the chance to exploit our fears would then outweigh their own sense of risk.

Given the limits on our ability to predict our own behavior, an asymmetry of this sort could be profoundly destabilizing. Our nuclear pacifism, and the military posture it may have engendered, might draw our adversaries into a more aggressive policy than they would otherwise pursue. We might then become so upset that, in desperation, we would resort to apocalyptic threats to get them to withdraw. Having gotten in so deep, however, they might find it difficult to pull back; and this, combined with the inferences they drew from our prior policy, might lead them to discount our threats and risk a real test of will. This, the best historians argue, was the way war came to Europe in 1939 — a war, it must be remembered, that neither Hitler nor the British wanted at the time. For many years after World War II, we were perhaps too obsessed with certain crudely drawn lessons of the Munich period. The risk now, after Vietnam, is that in ignoring the lessons that should be drawn from a study of the 1930s, we might again end up making the same sort of mistakes that were made then.

This issue can also be viewed from the perspective of the history of American strategic thought. One of the nicer points made in the strategic literature in the 1950s was that policy pronouncements — like no-first-use, for example — were, among other things, attempts to predict our future behavior. But are we quite sure that, when the chips are down, regardless of what we might say now, we would prefer a conventional defeat to any kind of nuclear option, no matter how massive that defeat, no matter how great its political consequences? Calling for a conventional buildup is no way of getting around this question, since, even if conventional parity were achieved in principle, no one could predict the outcome of a nonnuclear conflict with any certainty.

If we are not sure that we would be prepared to accept a total defeat — over Berlin, for example, or even over Western Europe as a whole — then we run the risk of unintentionally misleading an adversary into thinking we would not be tempted to resort to nuclear threats, when in fact we might. In the past, we in the West have certainly misled our adversaries about our ultimate willingness to use military force. This was most obvious in the case of the Korean War when the whole thrust of American policy prior to the North Korean invasion of the south had been to signal our intention to disengage from Korea and to place it outside our "defense perimeter." But perhaps the pacifism of the 1930s provides a more relevant example. To many in Britain at the time, the horrors of war were detested and feared in the abstract. Nothing could justify a new war with Germany, and the weapons to fight it with could therefore not be justified either. An image was projected which led Hitler to feel that Britain would not resist German expansion in the east; but the events of 1939 were to show that the British had not had a clear sense for what their feelings would be when not war itself, but the threat of a Nazi-dominated Europe, emerged as the most pressing problem.

The point of all this is not that we should be ready to use nuclear weapons in defense of any particular political goal, but only that we need to think through how we might react in certain extreme and apparently remote contingencies. This, after all, is what strategy is ultimately about; the central problems of strategy relate to the most painful decisions, not to the ones most likely to arise.

If we adopt no-first-use, then, would we be prepared to write off West Berlin if its status were again challenged? Would we be prepared to accept a conventional defeat, no matter how massive, no matter what the political consequences — in Central Europe, in the Middle East, or indeed in any place in the world? If we simply swept aside questions like these, we would be asking for trouble if such awesome decisions ever presented themselves — and issues like no-first-use are of interest only to the extent that such problems are indeed real.

The Terms of the Trade-off

There is an argument that a shift to no-first-use and related policies would not increase the risk that we might some day be forced to face such decisions. The claim is that whatever we say or do, as long as nuclear weapons exist, there is a finite chance that they might be used in certain contingencies, this in itself assuring an adequate level of deterrence. The concept of "existential deterrence," as McGeorge Bundy calls it, thus serves as a kind of deus ex machina allowing us to have our cake and eat it too: we get the benefits of a reduced reliance on nuclear weapons without any real sacrifice of deterrent effect.

This thesis turns on the assumption that a major conventional conflict inescapably entails a great risk of escalation past the nuclear threshold. In 1969, Bundy was explicit about these matters. The American nuclear commitment, he argued, was basic to the defense of Europe, but nuclear "superiority" was never necessary for the American guarantee to work. It depended instead — and this is a point that recurs even in his
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weapon would actually be triggered and exploded. There is a fantastic amount of concern about the civil authority over these weapons. I have watched it grow in the past 20 years to the point where I think we would have a lot of difficulty getting one off if the entire civilian hierarchy was well, surviving, and in close communication within the whole system. There is considerable constraint on release.26

It is hardly an outsider to know how accurate this picture is. But one thing that is clear is that the no-first-use movement is not interested in making escalation more automatic: the kind of measures it seems to want — e.g., the withdrawal of tactical nuclear weapons from forward bases — would tend to make "unintentional" nuclear weapon use even less likely than it is now. Thus, it hardly makes sense for proponents of no-first-use to count on the risk of unintended escalation as the only real guarantee of the freedom of Europe, for, in that case, they would be relying on a phenomenon that they were doing their best to undermine.

One cannot have it both ways. Whichever way policy shifts, there is a price to be paid. It is therefore crucial to approach these problems in such a way that the trade-offs are evident and intellectually manageable. And this involves thinking through the problem of how benefits are related to risks — of whether, to use the language of the economists, "deterrence" is a scarce good or a plentiful one.

The argument about "existential deterrence" is tantamount to an assumption that deterrence is plentiful, in the sense of being easy and cheap to achieve. It is thus strange to see it linked to the opposite argument that deterrence is scarce — i.e., that because the risks are so great, the threat of going nuclear no longer has much credibility. Similarly, claims about a great and irreducible risk of escalation from the conventional to the nuclear level (linked to the "existential deterrence" thesis) are not completely consistent with the view that the real risk of escalation emerges only once the nuclear "firebreak" is crossed. When Bundy and his associates argued in their Foreign Affairs article that "no one has ever succeeded in advancing any persuasive reason to believe that any use of nuclear weapons, even on the smallest scale, can reliably be expected to remain limited," they were emphasizing the importance of the "firebreak." If they had chosen to make the equally plausible argument that no U.S.-Soviet war could "reliably be expected to remain limited," the effect would have been to play down its significance.

If the existential deterrence thesis has its problems, so does the opposite argument, which bases its case for no-first-use on the assumption of military irrationality and on the related claim that the threat of possible first use is simply not credible. Since the assumption is not
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that use is impossible (if it were, no one would have to worry about nuclear weapons), what this argument assumes is that the risk of use is finite but small. Assume, for example, that under certain extreme conditions, given present policy, there is a mere 5 percent chance that a war would go nuclear. There would, therefore, be an overwhelming probability — a 95 percent chance — that no nuclear weapons would be used; hence, the argument would be that the threat of first use is not credible and that policy instead should be built on the principle of no-first-use. Note the logic here: from the point that credibility is weak is drawn the conclusion that it should be weakened still further — a fallacious approach because it does not take into account the price tag that would be attached to such a shift in policy.

We are talking here about a trade-off: we can drive down the probability that we might escalate from the conventional to the nuclear level, but in so doing we lose a bit of the deterrent effect. Is there anything that can be said about the terms of this trade-off? The general principle of diminishing marginal utility would imply that this end of the spectrum is perhaps the worst place to try to drive down the risk of escalation. In the present context, this principle would mean that a shift from a zero percent to, say, a 10 percent probability of escalation would have a greater marginal deterrent effect than a shift from 10 percent to 20 percent, while an increase from 20 percent to 30 percent would have a still smaller effect. If the principle applies, then at the low end of the scale, where the risk of the West's initiating a nuclear action is slight, small increases in the probability of escalation would have a big deterrent effect. Gradually, as the level of risk increases, the curve flattens out and the marginal increase in deterrence diminishes. Therefore, it is precisely at this end of the scale — the area where "credibility is weak" — that we are likely to get the biggest return for marginal increases in the level of risk, and where we pay proportionately the biggest price for small cuts in the level of risk.

All these issues involve trade-offs of one sort or another. Since there is no way of disinventing nuclear weapons — no way, that is, of turning back the clock to a period of nuclear innocence — there is also no way, no matter what we do, of completely eliminating all risk. The problem must therefore be one of balancing risks, of weighing the anxieties associated with one line of policy against those linked with another. In this context, probably the most we could honestly say is that we would not want even to consider nuclear weapon use except in the most extreme and dire contingencies. Even then we are not sure what we would do,
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